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Information Policy and Nigeria's National
Development

Bernadette Adams

ABSTRACT
This review on information policy seeks to indicate the relationship between
library and information policy and how it contributes to national development
in Nigeria. It is evident that the role of the library in such an endeavour is
crucial and remarkable but is gradually diminishing as information
technology progresses. Information technology has overshadowed and
remarkably cast aside library significance since early 19’s. Analysis has
revealed that no nation can develop rapidly when the library is not part and
parcel of its information policy agenda.  Giving too much priority to
information technology invites information policy flaws. The role of library
should not be abandoned, but should instead be returned to its place, in order
to have a holistic, balanced and wise information policy.
Keywords: Library, information policy information and communications
technology.

INTRODUCTIONLibrary is a compulsory component in designing the establishment of aninformation policy since it has the expertise as an information provider.Thus, developed countries always consider library as being central andan essential counterpart in information policy because only the libraryknows and understand what information to be provided to meet the needsof the government for developing the nation. In the light of this, libraryis therefore always at the forefront of monitoring the direction ofinformation policy. However, not all governments are able to see theimportance of library. Information policy is the set of all public laws,regulations and policies that encourage or discourage the creation, use,storage, access, communication and dissemination of information. It isthe set of rules, formal and informal, that directly restricts, encourageand otherwise shape flow of information. Hernon and Relyea (2008)
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opined that information policy is a set of inter-related principles.Information Policy has no single accepted definition; the definitions aresubject to the researcher’s stand which perceives information policy fromeither limited or wider scope. Braman (2011) perceive information policyas a combination of legislation, procedure, guideline which regulates theproduction, management and use of information which shape the role ofinformation in society. On the other hand, the macro perspective view ofinformation policy could not be separated from other fields such aseducation, science and technology, culture, public administrationtransportation, information technology and health (Bustamante, (2007);Cowhey (2007). According to Nelson (2003) information policy is a socialpolitical, regulation, economic and technological decision related to therole of information in society.Browne (1997) on the other hand offers a broader definition byasserting that information policy is a guideline for planned actions toascertain access to universal information to carry out social, economicand political activities in the course to achieve the nation developmentgoal. This paper prefers a broader definition offered by Maxwell (2003)Weigarten and Cowley (2007) which sees information policy as a lawthat stipulates how information are created, acquired, shared, anddisseminated. Information policy is the set of all public laws, regulationsand policies that encourage, discourage, or regulate the creation, use,storage, access, communications and dissemination of information. Itthus encompasses any other decision-making practice with society, wideconstitutive efforts that involve the flow of information and how it isprocessed.The earliest sight of information policy was present around themid-90. According to sociologist Daniel (1973), “what counts now is notraw muscle power or energy but information”. The stages to begin evolvingfrom an industrial society to an information society sparked several othertransformations. The common industrial technologies were beginningto be replaced by informational meta-technologies. Organizations beganchanging their form, several new architectures of knowledge developed,and most importantly, the information economy replaced industrial and
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agricultural economies. By the 1970s, the concept of national informationpolicy was formed to protect the data and information that was used increating public policies. The earliest adopters of information policyincluded the United States, Australia, as well as several European countriesthat all recognized the importance for a more standardized governanceof information .Marc Uri Porat, (1976) Orna (2000) contributed to a paperon information policies by providing a brief history of the developmentof ideas surrounding national and organizational information policies,from the beginning when the United Kingdom Ministry of Informationwas established in the First World War to present day. The history ofinformation policy is reflected in that chart.In the 20th century, to cope with the privacy problems of databases,information policy evolved further safeguards. There are severalfundamental issues that comprise information policy. Most prominentare public policy issues concerned with the use of information fordemocratization and commercialization of social life. These issuesinclude, inter alia, digital environment, such as the digital divide, intellectualproperty, economic regulations, and freedom of expression, confidentialityor privacy of information, information security, access management, andregulating how the dissemination of public information occurs. Certaincategories of information like the Executive Information System are ofparticular importance for information policy. These include newsinformation, health information, and census information.Information policy is the central problem for information societies.As nations make the transition from industrialism to post-industrialism,information issues become increasingly critical. Browne (1997) “whatcounts now is not raw muscle power or energy but information” Whileall societies have been to some extent based on information, informationsocieties are almost wholly dependent on computerized information. AsCisler (2004), the first researcher to use the term “information policy”wrote: “The the foundation of the information economy, our new centralfact, is the computer. Its ability to manipulate and process informationrepresents a profound departure from our modest human abilities”. Thecomputer’s combination with telecommunications, he continued, posed
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“the policy problems of the future” (Information Economy, 1976, p. 205)Following this interest, previous governments in the country haveprioritized agricultural sector through enunciation and implementationof several intervention policies and programmes to regulate activitiesin the sector.  Philip (2013). During the early post-independence era, thesource of intervention was mainly through the Development Plans andannual budgets (Brama and Abe, (2011) Hill and Hill (2014). Theseinstruments were used by government to provide supportive funds tothe sector in line with the import substitution policy framework of thatera. Therefore, the civil service is one of the agents of development inany nation. The transformation of any society or system depends on theefficacy and efficiency of its civil service and this is particularly the casein developing countries (Harpham (2011). This indicates why societyrequires the civil service not only to implement development goals andadminister government policies on a daily basis, but also to play significantroles in formulating development strategies, policies and programmesthat will stimulate accelerated social and economic change.It is reasonable to know exercise, but also involves both socio-economic and political issues and pervades all aspects of social life.National development according to Brama (2012) is described as theoverall development or a collective socio-economic, political as well asreligions advancement of a country or nation. This is best achievedthrough education.The word development suggests a progression from one level orform to a better or more advanced form to another Nelson and Brama,(2011). Development has generated so much controversy that there isno generally accepted definition of it. The reason for the controversy isdue to the fact that development has come to mean different things todifferent scholars. The concept is one that is a heavily value loaded andits operational definition is a matter of what the writer cherishes as thegoal or objective of the economy. The crises generated by this concepthave made it more interesting, exciting and expansive. Some scholars asnoted by Onah (2008) assumed that development means a high national
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income and that development can occur as income of individualsincreases. The idea of the meaning of development has come under seriousattack based on the fact that development is more than per-capita income.To them the word of Rodney (2003) cited by Salami (2005) developmentis a many sided process which at the level of individuals implies increasedskill and capacity, greater freedom, creativity, self -discipline,responsibility and material well- being. Todaro (2001) sees developmentas a multi-dimensional process involving the organization and re-orientation of the entire economic and social system.Going from the above, one can therefore say that Nationaldevelopment is the overall development or collective socio-economic,political as well as religious advancement of a country or nation. This isbest achieved through development planning, which can be described asthe country’s collection of strategies mapped out by the government. Inother words, it is as the ability of a country or countries to improve thesocial welfare of the people for example by providing social amenitieslike quality education, potable water, transportation infrastructure, medicalcare, and so on with the aim of achieving increase in real per capita incomeas well as reduction in inequality, poverty, illiteracy and diseases.The problems connected with public policy implementation areintertwined with basic economic and political conditions. Observationhas showed that, Government form policies in order to improve thequality of life of the governed, but they are often restricted by the poorimplementation process due to weak extractive capacity of the state inrelation to the economy, as well as by the dissipation of any resourcesthrough corruption.Information policy became a prominent field of study during thelatter half of the 20th century as the shift from an industrial to aninformation society transpired Onah (2008). It has since then evolvedfrom being seen as relatively unimportant to having a much moreoverarching strategic significance since it establishes the conditions“under which all other decision making, public discourse, and politicalactivity occur Iya (2003). The growing awareness in the importance ofinformation policy has sparked an interest in various groups to further
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study and analyzes its magnitude. The most common audience forinformation policy analysis includes undergraduate and graduate ofcommunications and information remains an effective ingredient in theimplementation process, then, the question of how the policies will bedisseminated to the intending public becomes crucial as noted by Rodney(2003) one of the primary functions of the library is the disseminationof information. Thus, is it believed that the library will play a crucial rolein the information policy implementation. This is done by ensuring thatthe policies are disseminated to the public library users) Brown (2004).Library has a role to model the value of the information built-upover time and across cultures. Other than the library, there is no agencyof government that has a wide knowledge of the social significance of theaccumulated resources of knowledge in the public domain as the does(Alan, (2002). In line with the challenges of implementing governmentpolicies in Nigeria, it has saddled Nigerian libraries and informationcentres with the responsibility of safe-guarding the information of todayfor a better tomorrow future. In a bid to ensuring the effectiveimplementation of government policies, libraries and information centresare expected to play a pivotal role in the following areas as noted byAguolu (1989):· Creating awareness: Awareness on the said policy must becreated by the library to avail the public (library users) thenecessary information on the policy. This can be done by makingavailable books and informational materials related to governmentpolicies in the library.· Ensuring feedback: The library can also help in gatheringfeedback on government policies from the library users. If thegovernment can get adequate feedback on her policies, it will helpher in the formulation of new policies as well as improving on theexisting ones. This in no small ways accelerates the nationaldevelopment.· Aiding the development of good policies: The library providenecessary information on government policies which in turn aidsthe development of such policies.
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· Consortia: This is also important for the implementation ofgovernment policies, since it is only through co-operativeendeavors and consolidated effort that government policies canbe effectively implemented. No single committee, commission,agency or institution can single handedly ensure an effectiveimplementation of any government policy.· Educating the public: Libraries can be used in continuingeducation through its print and non print materials. Librarians, according to Iya (2003), are trained on how to relate witheverybody as well as to interpret policies and decisions of governmentto the people and vice versa. Library is not only an information system,but also a communication system. The more complex the society is in itsbureaucratic and educational requirement, the greater its dependenceupon library based information services” (Aguolu and Aguolu, 2002).The persist increase in failure of government policies in Nigeriahas led to lost of confidence repose on her. Government with all sincerityof purpose most times fails to actualize these dreams due largely to lackof awareness of the fact that libraries as a social instrument of changecould assist in educating and informing the masses. Thus, this paperreviews the role of library and information policy implementation inNigeria’s national development.
Functions and Objectives of Libraries and Information CentresThe functions and objectives of libraries and information centres varyaccording to the mandate of the parent body where the centre is situated.A library is expected to acquire resources that are meant to reflect thepeculiar program of the institute which serves as its parent body. Librariesand information centres serve as store-houses of all government policiesfor future references and consultation Braman (2006). For any currentpolicies, it is always necessary to sponsor jingles and advertisement ofsuch in media houses, but the fact remains that “policies come and go”but their success or failure becomes a history that must be documentedfor reference purpose Library becomes an inevitable tool that repackagesthese information in a way and manner that they will last for a very long
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time. How then will the coming generations be able to refer to suchpolicies if not properly documented, organized and preserved for futurepurposes. For example, Operation Feed the nation by Obasanjo’s regimein the year 1976, through perfect documentation will avail the presentgenerations the opportunity of knowing it as if they were part of theimplementation process OFN. Even though some other agents can alsosupply required information on policies to the people, the library hasthe advantage of being consistent and people can visit it any time desiredRosenberg (2004). The library has the ability of packaging informationin such a medium that information will last for a long period of timeunlike the case of radio and television that are ephemeral  That is, theylast only for a while.  Whereas, governments and policies come and goaccording to their own program of activities, which may not coincidewith the period the people actually require the information.Libraries and Information centres play the complementary rolesof transmission and dissemination of the policies to the people Nelson(1995). No matter how well a policy may be, if not known to the people,they may not understand it. The present federal government policy onamnesty is a good example. A democratic society that believes thatpolitical power belongs to the people must open knowledge to its entirepeople, since equal access to knowledge is a pre-requisite to equal politicalpower Edward (2004). The country is divided into Federal, State and LocalGovernments just to bring the government closer to the people. Therefore,the government should bring information about their policies closer tothe people via this central organ (the Library). This can start from theapex library in the country – National Library of Nigeria, down to thestate libraries and further to the grass-root – the local government orcouncil libraries. It is not enough to initiate policies aimed at enhancingthe quality of life of the people, effort must also be made to encouragepeople to be actively involved in making the policy a success. Thisaccording to Aguolu (1984) can be actualized by dissemination ofinformation on that policy, which has been shown to be a major factorbecause of its potentials for giving new knowledge, raising consciousness,strengthening links and understanding among the populace. This opinion
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also tallies with John (1984) as he affirmed that library is in a betterposition to ensure, among other things, that the provision of informationwill not just be a patchy affair dictated more by the need for propaganda,but will be an on-going business constantly opening up all the policies ofthe government so as to make life better for the masses. It is theresponsibility of libraries and information centres to gather all thepolicies and create links between the various organs and agents ofgovernment when this is achieved, national development is attainable.Aguolu (1984) concluded that libraries and information centres takecognizance of the entire spectrum of the government bringing theirpolicies together by:· Sustaining increasingly complex operations of the government,facilitating their decision-making process with economy of thecountry.· Providing a relationship between the people and the variouscomponent of government.· Providing a useful internal political mechanism for gainingbudgetary support.· Providing means of communicating the goal and program of thegovernment to the people.
Problems and Challenges of Libraries and Information Centres in
Policy Implementation Considering the role of libraries in Nigeria, it is a priority imperativethat they are equipped with the necessary information and support toenhance and ease the implementation of Government policies. Since alibrary is regarded as an agency through which sources of informationaccumulated knowledge and experience are selected, acquired, organized,preserved and disseminated to the public, it thus imply that library solelydepends on “information” received  Braman(2011) Considering the roleof libraries and information centres in government policyimplementation, the question that will likely arise is; have libraries andinformation centres fared better in their role towards policyimplementation? As Aguolu (1984) also asked these interlocking questions
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that arise from considering the provision of library and informationservice to the entire spectrum of the society, questions like: How justand egalitarian have our government been in releasing this information? Have they not been highly discriminatory and unjust to the bulk of thesociety who needs these services, which are not provided, perhapsbecause they have not been demanded?How free is access to many records and information in manygovernment departments – records vital for national development or forindividual’s self fulfillment. There are numbers of challenges facinglibraries and information centres in the implementation of governmentpolicies that must be critically viewed and tackled. Some of these arehighlighted below:
Inadequate funding Most libraries in Nigeria solely depend on aids from either NGOs orinternational organizations Aguolu (1989). Corruption, educationalilliteracy, ignorance, embezzlement, mismanagement etc. have oftendiverted funds that are meant for library and information developmentmost libraries only preserve outdated and archaic books that are eitherno longer relevant or damaged beyond use Cisler (2004).
Inadequate professional staff The quality of library service depends on the professional quality of itsstaff, which is tantamount to the quality and relevance of the trainingthey have received from institutions of higher learning. Most librariesfail to make a recognizable impact because they are handled by nonprofessionals Aguolu (1989).
ICT challengesA survey of twenty two (22) public library services in ten (10) English-speaking African countries showed that the majority of African librarieshave yet to acquire computers (Mostert (2001). If Nigerian libraries canbe upgraded to e-libraries, then the problems of informationdissemination will be half-solved.
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Inappropriate buildingsA library is supposed to be a good building, conducive enough to houseboth library materials and library users. On the contrary, many librariesin Nigeria are still occupying rooms, stores or offices that are justconverted into library probably because of the need to keep ‘some books’somewhere.
Lack of maintenance cultureUnlike some countries and regions like United Kingdom that have a wellsupported library system, most African libraries rarely have a well-secured future Bozeman  (1982). This is as a result of mismanagementand corruption in library administration and lack of maintenance culture.Rosenberg (2000) submits that originating from the initiative of a groupfrom the community or an aid agency, their birth is followed by a yearor two of rapid growth and a good deal of local publicity and attention.This is followed by a period of slow decline, accompanied by theft, thedeparture of the initiators, loss of interest among staff and users – thelibrary still exists but signs of life are barely discernible. Sometimes thisperiod continues indefinitely, but often a final stage is reached when allremaining books are removed, stolen, or damaged beyond repair and thepremises and staff are allocated to another activity.
Inadequate training opportunities for librariansTraining of library staff is very important to enable them update theirinformation knowledge, which will in turn, aid the effective discharge oftheir professional duties observed Aguolu (1994).If government policies will be well implemented, then the publicmust be well informed and familiar with these policies. Libraries andinformation centres as agencies for social, political, cultural, economicaland educational change therefore have a big role to play in theirimplementation of any government policies. They are expected to acquiredifferent sources of information to process, preserve and disseminatethem to satisfy the information needs of their users. This goes beyondproviding only printed sources of information but also non print
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information to the entire public. Libraries and information centres areexpected to be platforms of communications between the governmentand the public, therefore various government policies implementationcommittees are expected to work in collaboration with libraries andinformation centres in discharging their duties. Libraries and informationcentres on their own part should brass-up to cope with the presentchallenges of today’s library users, especially on  information andcommunications technology (ICT) world.Information, which is almost synonymous to the word library,has also helped in making the library relevant in the society. For example,information and communications research and data, as well as monitoringand evaluation are supportive strategies for achieving the National GenderPolicy in Nigeria. Therefore, the library will continue to be a relevantinstitution in policy implementation as long as information andcommunications remains vital. Hence, if the government will avail thelibrary the necessary support as well as adequate supply of information,implementation of policies will become effective and easier.Information policy is the set of all public laws, regulations andpolicies that encourage, discourage, or regulate the creation, use, storage,access, and communication and dissemination of information. It thusencompasses any other decision-making practice with society-wideconstitutive efforts that involve the flow of information and how it isprocessed.There are several fundamental issues that comprise informationpolicy. Most prominent are public policy issues concerned with the useof information for democratization and commercialization of social life.These issues include, inter alia, digital environment, such as the digitaldivide, intellectual property, economic regulations and freedom ofexpression, confidentiality or privacy of information security, accessmanagement, and regulating how the dissemination of public informationoccurs. Certain categories of information are of particular importancefor information policy. These include news information, healthinformation, and census information.Information policy is the central problem for information societies.
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As nations make the transition from industrialism to post-industrialism,information issues become increasingly critical. According to sociologist,Nelson (1995), “what counts now is not raw muscle power or energy butinformation”. The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, while all societieshave been to some extent based on information, information societiesare almost wholly dependent on computerized information. As Marc UriPorat (1976), the first researcher to use the term information policy haswritten that “The foundation of the information economy, our newcentral fact, is the computer. Its ability to manipulate and processinformation represents a profound departure from our modest humanabilities. The computer’s combination with telecommunications, hecontinued, posed “the policy problems of the future”. Marc Uri Porte, theInformation Economy (1976).Information policy became a prominent field of study during thelatter half of the 20th century as the shift from an industrial to aninformation society transpired. It has since then evolved from being seenas relatively unimportant to having a much more overarching strategicsignificance since it establishes the conditions “under which all otherdecision making, public discourse, and political activity occur. The growingawareness in the importance of information policy has sparked aninterest in various groups to further study and analyzes its magnitude.The most common audience for information policy analysis includesundergraduate and graduate students, scholars, policymakers, policyanalysts, as well as those members of the public who have taken aninterest in understanding the effects of the laws and regulations involvinginformation.Although, information policy generally has a broader definitionand encapsulates a multitude of components, its scope and impact canvary depending on the context. For example, in the context of aninformation lifecycle, information policy refers to the laws and policiesthat deal with the stages information goes through beginning with itscreation, through its collection, organization, dissemination, and finallyto its destruction. On the other hand, in the context of publicadministration, information policy is the means by which government
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employees, institutions, and information systems adapt themselves toan environment in rapid fluctuation and use information for decision-making (Bretschneider (1991), also see Bozeman and (1986), Stevens andMcGowan (1985). One can see how these two contexts offer varyingscopes for the phrase “information policy.”Information policy is in fact, a combination of several varyingdisciplines including information science, economics, law, and publicpolicy. Thus, its scope may differ when each of these disciplines analysesor uses it. The information sciences may be more concerned withtechnical advances and how this impacts information policy, while froma law perspective, issues such as privacy rights and intellectual propertymay be of greatest focus.Elizabeth Orna (2008) contributed to a paper on informationpolicies by providing a brief history of the development of ideassurrounding national and organizational information policies, from thebeginning when the United Kingdom Ministry of Information wasestablished in the First World War to present day. The history ofinformation policy is reflected in this chart.
Types of Information PolicyThe types of information policy can be separated into two differentcategories. It can be discussed in the short-term focus exclusively oninformation science Cisler (2004). The obvious reason for the need ofinformation policy deals with the legal issues that can be associated withthe advancement of technology. More precisely, the digitization of thecultural content made the cost of the copy decreasing to nearly zero andincreased the illegal exchange of files, online, via sharing web site ortechnologies, or off line (copy of hard disks). As a result, there are manygrey areas between what users can and cannot do, and this creates theneed for some sort of regulation.  Information policy will mark theboundaries needed to evaluate certain issues dealing with the creation,processing, exchange, access, and use of information.1. For avoiding risks (financial losses from incomplete and
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uncoordinated exploitation of information, wasted time, failuresof innovation, and reputation loss);2. for positive benefits, including negotiation and openness amongthose responsible for different aspects of information management3. Productive use of IT in supporting staff in their use of information4. Ability to initiate change to take advantage of changingenvironments
Information policy and National DevelopmentInformation policy is playing a greater role in the economy leading tothe production of goods and services, as well as selling them directly toconsumers UCLA, (2009). The cost of information varies from a tangiblegood in that initial costs of the first unit are large and fixed; however,after that, marginal costs are relatively low (Orna (2011). As an increasefrom the information services, information can be paralleled to that ofmanufacturing several years ago UCLA,(2009). Good information policyallows businesses to make better justified and informed businessdecisions Orna (2011).This paper draws a relationship between National developmentand national information policy. Globalization talks of one world withshared universal values in terms of easy movement of goods and servicesand science and technology, stressing the interconnectedness among thepeoples of the world (Cowley and Smith, 2000 Salami, 2006). Nationalinformation policy talks about laying down guidelines to regulateparticipation. Nigeria has made giant strides toward global economicintegration through privatization. It is also liberalizing capital marketswith increasing scope of mergers and acquisitions especially in thefinancial sector. The country has continued to relax capital controls whichposed a significant obstacle to foreign direct investment (FDI). Moreimportantly, Nigeria is an active participant in the New EconomicPartnership for African Development (NEPAD) – a development planwhich seeks to liberate Africa from Introduction. This paper draws arelationship between information policy and national development talks
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of one world with shared universal values in terms of easy movement ofgoods and services and science and technology, stressing theinterconnectedness among the peoples of the world (Mason and Edward,2001; Harpham, 2006). National information policy talks about layingdown guidelines to regulate participation. Nigeria has made giant stridestoward global economic integration through privatization. It is alsoliberalizing capital markets with increasing scope of mergers andacquisitions especially in the financial sector.There are some issues around library and information policyorganizational, which are the interaction between human beings andtechnology for using information, the issue to precede information policyitself, whether top-down or middle-up-down is the best way to approachinformation policy in an organization. Also, issues that information tendsto be influenced by organization’s culture that result in complexity ofinformation flow. Moreover, the concern about valuing information isdiscussed by Orna (2008), the fact that value of information is dependenton the user, and it cannot be measured by price. Considering thatinformation is an asset or intellectual capital that becomes valuable whenit is used in productive ways.Divergence essentially combines all forms of media,telecommunications, broadcasting, and computing by the use of a singletechnology, digital computers. It integrates diverse technological systemsin the hopes of improving performance of similar tasks. Convergence isthought to be the result of the need for expansion into new markets dueto competition and technological advances that have created a threat ofnew entrants into various segments of the value chain. As a result,previously disparate technologies interact with one other synergisticallyto deliver information in new and unique ways and allow for inventivesolutions to be developed.Nearly every innovative trend in the social industry involvesadding data or layers of connectivity. Social networking sites have beguninteracting with e-mail functionalities, search engines have begunintegrating Internet searches with Face book data, Twitter along withvarious other social media platforms have started to play a prominent
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role in the emergency management framework (mitigation, preparedness,response, and recovery) among several others.In 2012 a prominent issue arose that deals with the convergenceof social media with copyright infringement monitoring systems Griffith,Smith (2001). has observed that growing interest in this topic can belargely attributed to the recent anti-piracy bills:  and the Various officialsfrom all over the world have expressed an interest in forcing socialnetworks to install and utilize monitoring systems to determine if usersare illegally obtaining copyrighted material. For example, if implemented,these filters could prevent the illegal sharing of music over socialnetworking platforms. The convergence of search engines and socialnetworks could make this process even easier. Search engines such asGoogle, Yahoo, and Bing have begun to merge with social media platformsto link Internet searches to your social networking sites such as Facebook. This poses an even greater threat to users since their Internetsearches can be monitored via their social networks.Organizations such as the Internet Corporation for AssignedNames and Numbers (ICANN) coordinate the various systems withinthe Internet on a global level to help preserve the operational stability ofthe Internet. For example, if regulation of these crucial elements of theInternet such as TCP/IP and DNS were governed by disparate principles,the Internet would no longer exist as it does today. Networks, computersand peripherals would not be able to communicate and have the sameaccessibility if these foundational elements varied.In regard to the future of information policy, it should be flexibleand changing to different circumstances as the ability to access, store,and share information grows. Galvin (1994) suggests that informationpolicy might include setting a boundary to the uncertainty in this field. Asinformation policy becomes a larger and more important topic, it willalso become a greater subject to governmental regulation in regards tothe future of technology as well. More so, information policy dictates the privileges and dutiespertaining to the use, preservation and distribution of information. Thelibrary serves as an important information pipeline. As such it will need
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to carefully uphold the standards and policies which support its mission.A clearly articulated information policy will enable the library to bothserve its patrons in the best possible manner and use. Internet access forexample is a particularly sensitive topics but an information policyenables the library to manage rights and use expectations.
Government RolesLike with any policy, there needs to be an agent to govern and regulate it.With information policy in a broader sense, the government has severalroles and responsibilities. Some examples include providing accurateinformation, producing and maintaining information that meets thespecific needs of the public, protecting the privacy and confidentiality ofpersonal and sensitive information and making informed decisions onwhich information should be disseminated and how to distribute iteffectively among others. Although the government plays an active rolein information policy, the analysis of information policy should not onlyinclude the formal decision making processes by government entities,but also the formal and informal decisions of both the private and publicsector of governance. In regard to the future of information policy, itshould be bendy and changing to different circumstances as the abilityto access, store, and share information grows. Galvin suggests thatinformation policy might include setting a boundary to the uncertaintyin this field. As information policy becomes a larger and more importanttopic, it will also become a greater subject to governmental regulation inregards to the future of technology as well. 

CONCLUSIONIn regard to information policy, it should be flexible and elastic to differentcircumstances as the ability to access, store and share information grows. Browne (1997) suggests that information policy might include settling abound to uncertainty in this field. As information policy becomes a largerand more important topic. It will also become a greater subject togovernment regulation in regards to the future of technology as well. It
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will also include the studies of these subjects’ information sciencecommunications, library science and technology related studies. Thefollowing are therefore suggested for consideration:· Libraries and information centres have played an important rolein the implementation of information policies by collecting,organizing, managing and disseminating information resourcesfor both current use and for posterity. But the challenges faced bythe libraries and information centres from internal and externalfactors have also posed a lot of set-back on the effectiveness ofthe role of libraries and information centres in policyimplementation. The following points are hereby suggested:· Government should use the library as a major source of feedbackon her policies since it has long been discovered that the librarystores in a more permanent container.· Government should establish special libraries in national, state andlocal levels on policy. Such libraries can be named a library ofgovernment policies where any information related to anygovernment policy will be available for betterment of both thegovernment and the governed.· All stakeholders in the implementation of government policies needto improve their effort in collaborating with libraries andinformation centres to achieve the aim of implementing thosepolicies.· Libraries must be adequately financed by the government to enableit perform optimally.· Government should always include the library in her policyimplementation committees because it is for such purposes thatit was made.· Library should be given more concentration and importanceespecially by government at all level.· Library and information centres should engage themselves ininforming and educating other outlets. It will also include the studiesof these subjects, information science, communications, libraryscience and technology studies.
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· In order to achieve this national organization, it will be importantto focus not only on a domestic level but also nationally. Makingdomestic agencies cooperate internationally (and vice versa)though, will not be overly successful. A single nation can take thelead in establishing communication-based relationshipsspecifically regarding the internet. These relations will need to beslowly and consistently established in order to truly unify any kindof information policy and decision-making. If information policycan be established and guided on a semi-national level, the degreeof communication and cooperation throughout the world willincrease dramatically. As information policy continues to shapemany aspects of society, these international relations will becomevery important.
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